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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intro         Nate Cardozo, staff attorney on EFF's civil liberties team	I am a lawyer, but I am NOT YOUR LAWYERI've been working on cryptography policy for the last couple years here at EFF and it's been an extraordinarily busy timeThis talk I'm going to talk a little about the pastWhat was old is new againI'm going to talk about the presentWhat legal challenges face people who design, implement, and use cryptoI'm going to talk about the futureWhat we're likely to see in 2016



Presenter
Presentation Notes
From around 1784, when Joseph Bramah invented a particularly good lever lock, until the second half of the 19th Century, there was such a thing as perfect security. It was possible to build a safe that actually was secure. The lock couldn’t be defeated, and with the advent of overlapping cast—rather than forged steel plates (the overlaps hid the rivets, which were a notorious weak point)—the safe couldn’t be drilled or bashed open. If you dropped it, it would shatter, but that only meant you had to build a safe in place that was too heavy to lift. Of course, lock pickers have been around as long as locks, and in 1851, a locksmith called Hobbs picked Bramah’s unpickable lock. It took him 51 hours, but he did it. Around the same time, high explosives became available for the first time, and now anyone can blast their way into a safe if they’re not too worried about the contents.Of course, none of that’s entirely true; safes were cracked all the time during the 67 years between Bramah and Hobbs, but not by picking them or blasting them. As you all know, even with a perfect spec, there’s no such thing as perfect security, since vulns are more often in the implementation anyway. (You overlapped your cast iron plates, but left the hinges exposed, didn’t you?)



“The Net interprets censorship as damage 
and routes around it.”

John Gilmore, ~1993
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His statement is even more true now, 20 something years later.In 1993, there was no Tor, no VPNs, no anonymizing proxies…We barely even had the first inklings of transport layer encryption. But there were words. Lots of them. And images, and code, and politics, and art…For more than two decades, the Internet has provided us with a truly global platform for expression. Today, anyone can write an opposition party blog, post photographs of their cats, organize a street protest, contribute to an open source cryptography project on GitHub, participate in the search for extraterrestrial life, mine for Bitcoins, swap selfies, use PGP, or send 419 scam emails. 



The First Crypto Wars
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In the 90s, we had the crypto wars. This RSA—which is of course an anachronism, since Perl wasn’t the hotness in the early 90sAn attempt to regulate what’s on the screen. The US gov’t decided that this was a weapon and had to be regulated. In order to post this on the internet, you had to get a license—the same kind of license you have to get if you want to sell grenades or machine guns to a foreign buyer. The fear was that this—would become…



The First Crypto Wars
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This. This is of course the Enigma machine, or rather one set of its code wheels. The Enigma cypher was used in European banking, prior to the war, but of course it became famous when, after modification by the Nazis, it defeated all Allied cryptographic attacks and allowed—for a time—perfect security. It took a set of stolen code wheels, the invention of the computer, and the most brilliant cryptographic minds of their generation to crack it.But getting back to RSA. The US Government’s fear was that if we didn’t regulate, we’d end up with a situation where this cypher—designed to facilitate banking, just like Enigma—would instead used by the Soviets to hide their nefarious plans.
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As a case in point, those of us of a certain age will remember a befuddling option on the Netscape Navigator (remember Netscape?) download page: did we want a version of Netscape that supported only 40-bit RC4 in its SSL, or did we want the full 128-bit capable version? The “strong” version was only available if you checked a box verifying that you lived in the United States or Canada. Why? Because encryption with a key length of more than 40-bits was considered a weapon—“military grade”—and its export was illegal. At the time there were no geo-IP blocks or other verifying mechanisms: just an ineffectual check box. The United States’ ridiculous restriction on cryptography lead to all sorts of silly results, but it did nothing to stop the spread of strong encryption. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It didn’t work. t-shirts with algorithms�OpenBSDSealand



If all you have is a hammer…
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Everything looks like a nail. 



If all you have is a J.D. …
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Presentation Notes
A grad student at Berkeley designed an algorithm known as snuffle.He wanted to talk about it, he wanted to present it, he wanted to use as part of his dissertation, and he wanted to publish it. On the Internet.So we went to court for him, and got the regs, the ones preventing him from even publishing a paper ABOUT the code without a license, declared unconstitutional.Why? Because code is speech. It’s expression.Uses of code, etc.



Code is Speech
• Bernstein v. Department of Justice:
“The availability and use of secure encryption may … reclaim 
some portion of the privacy we have lost. Gov’t efforts to 
control encryption thus may well implicate not only the First 
Amendment rights … but also the constitutional rights of 
each of us as potential recipients of encryption’s bounty.”



Clipper Chip
• Clipper chip was an NSA 

developed chipset
– For voice comms

• Used Skipjack encryption 
algorithm

• Included back door with key 
escrow



And the Internet was a safer place for it!
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Presentation Notes
Talk about the first Golden Key. 1996, EFF launched a campaign. Webmasters put this image on their homepages (remember when we called them that) to represent their opposition to key escrow.The Clipper chip failed, mostly of course because it sucked, and cryptographers working with EFF’s activists were able to show policy makers just how insecure it was.



• We thought we had solved the field…
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Presentation Notes
We won. Encryption is legal and exportable. Our friends in Mountain View and Cupertino are free to ship products that protect their users’ security to the best of their ability, and folks like Moxie and Adam Langely are free to publish FOSS encryption tools online for all to use.That is worth repeating: right here, right now, we are free to publicly discuss and freely distribute cryptographic tools with whatever properties we choose.



• We thought we had solved the field…
– But thanks to Comey



• We thought we had solved the field…
– But thanks to Comey
– More work remains



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Everything that was old is now again.2015 brought us a new set of challengesiOS 8 and Android M brought us FDE by default WhatsApp joined iMessage, to say nothing of Signal



• FBI Director Freeh in 1997:
“[W]e’re in favor of strong encryption, robust 
encryption. The country needs it, industry 
needs it. We just want to make sure we have a 
trap door and key under some judge’s 
authority where we can get there if somebody 
is planning a crime.”



The Next Crypto Wars
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iOS 8 and the next Key Escrow 



• FBI Director Comey in 2014:
“We also need a regulatory or legislative fix to 
create a level playing field, so that all 
communication service providers are held to 
the same standard and so that those of us in 
law enforcement, national security, and public 
safety can continue to do the job…”



2015

• Conversation started with device encryption, but 
quickly moved to end-to-end encryption.

• UK PM Cameron: “Are we going to allow a 
means of communications which it simply isn't 
possible to read?”



“Only a Business Model”
• Government have been downplaying corporate 

support for encryption
– Comey: “plenty of companies” can read users' 

data and unlock encrypted phones.
– “Encryption isn’t just a technical feature; it’s a 

marketing pitch”
• Combined with backroom pressure



“Secure Back Door” Proposals
• Most common is some variation on key escrow
• E.g. Message sent with 

symmetric key
• Encrypt symmetric key twice 

– Recipient’s public key and 
– Escrow agent’s public key 

For more see Keys Under Doormats, 
https://dspace.mit.edu/bitstream/handle/1721.1/97690/MIT-CSAIL-TR-2015-026.pdf



What if we re-named back doors?
• Comey: “We aren’t seeking a back-

door approach. We want to use the 
front door”

• Washington Post “a back door can 
and will be exploited by bad guys, 
too. However, with all their wizardry, 
perhaps Apple and Google could 
invent a kind of secure golden key”

Presenter
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Typical Washington
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Talk about NSLs, technical assistance orders, visits from three-letter friendsThere is no legal tool in place in the United States that is currently sufficient require a provider, or developer, to maintain or create the ability to provide plaintext on demand



Legislation
• Many countries around the world are 

considering legislation that would either 
– mandate backdoors, 
– mandate access to plaintext or 
– endanger encryption.



UK Snooper’s Charter
• Purports to regulate telecommunications 

operators all around the world
• § 189(4)(c): Operators may be obligated to 

remove “electronic protection” if they provided
– Could be interpreted to require weakening 

encryption, holding a key or banning end-to-end

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At Home Secretary’s discretion, determines its “practicable” in her own judgment



UK Snooper’s Charter
• Latest version resented to Parliament in 

November
– Currently in committee, which is accepting 

evidence.
– Industry and civil society submitted comments

Presenter
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Apple: A key left under the doormat would not just be there for the good guys. The bad guys would find it too.”



Australia’s Defence
Trade Controls Act

• Prohibits the “intangible supply” of encryption 
technologies.

• Many ordinary teaching and research activities could 
be subject to unclear export controls with severe 
penalties.

• International Association for Cryptologic Research 
organized petition against, signed 100s of experts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Department of Defence suggests that merely explaining an algorithm could constitute “intangible supply”. DSGL classifies anything over 512 bits as dual-use.



India Considers An Encryption Policy
• In September, India released a draft National 

Encryption Policy
– Everyone required to store plain text
– Info kept for 90 days 
– Made available to law enforcement agencies as 

and when demanded
• Withdrawn after criticism



China’s Anti-Terrorism Law
• Passed last year
• Draft version required tech companies to hand 

over encryption codes
• Final version: “shall provide technical 

interfaces, decryption and other technical 
support”



Trans-Pacific Partnership
• Some report that TPP could contain good 

news on encryption?
– Alas, no.

• Provider may not be compelled to give key
– Only “as a condition of sale”

• But provider must still give decrypted content
• TPP still has huge problems throughout



Obama: No Backdoor Bill
• We “will not —for now—call for legislation 

requiring companies to decode messages for 
law enforcement.”

• But…



Obama: No Backdoor Bill
• We “will not —for now—call for legislation 

requiring companies to decode messages for 
law enforcement.”

• But…
– Leaked National Security Council memo from 

Thanksgiving 2015



The Rule of Cynicism
• Bob Litt, General Counsel of the ODNI: 

Encryption debate “could turn in the event of a 
terrorist attack or criminal event where strong 
encryption can be shown to have hindered law 
enforcement.”



All Writs Act Litigation
• Apple v. FBI



All Writs Act Litigation
• Apple v. FBI

– This is the San Bernardino iPhone case

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What this case was really about	FBI wants the ability to mandate that companies turn our devices into tools of surveillance It wasn’t about “this one phone” or even about this specific order	Nsc memo	It really is about a master keyThe only reason the FBI pursued the case was to set a legal precedent 	The ability to demand US tech providers stop providing e2e and secure device encryptionAnd they saw it as win/win	Even if they lost this battle, they’d be able to take the loss to Congress to ask for a fix



All Writs Act Litigation
• Apple v. FBI

– This is the San Bernardino iPhone case
– Also, a case in EDNY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FBI’s ask in San Bernardino was ill-considered for three reasonsLegally	What FBI was asking for represented a fundamental shift in the way that 	AWA has never been used to compel an American company to sabotage its own productsTechnically	We don’t know how to build secure systems	That FBI is seriously demanding that we make our systems LESS secure is ludicrousPolicy	Foreign govt access	Absolutely crippling to US business
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Other Litigation
• Wiretap Act litigation may be coming

– New York Times report re: WhatsApp

• There may be FISA Court orders
– EFF just this quarter filed a FOIA case to get 

access to them



Burr-Feinstein Bill
• Would require providers to decrypt on 
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Burr-Feinstein Bill
• Would require providers to decrypt on 

demand
– Criminal and civil penalties

• Applies to comms, storage, and licensing
– This includes app stores and open source

• Not just e2e and FDE
– This would outlaw computers as we know them



Burr-Feinstein Bill
• Problematic on every level
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Burr-Feinstein Bill
• Problematic on every level

– Unconstitutional
– Would break the Internet
– Would cripple American business

– Would be totally ineffective!
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2016
• What are we looking at?

– Key escrow mandate
• I don’t think this is actually going to happen.

– Burr-Feinstein
• This definitely won’t happen (in the current form)

– We don’t care how, just make plaintext available.
• Now I will go into prediction mode.
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2016
• But what is actually likely?

– Informal pressure
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Talk about what this looks like



2016
• But what is actually likely?

– Informal pressure
– No ban will reach FOSS crypto

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I referenced earlier that we’re not going to see anything that’s going to ban algorithms 



2016
• But what is actually likely?

– Informal pressure
– No ban will reach FOSS crypto
– CALEA-like mandate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is, I believe, the most likely possibility.A mandate is going to apply to providers doing business in the US. As a condition of selling something or providing a service, must maintain the ability to turn over plaintext.Whether this is going to only tough Apple and Google, etc. or also make them filter the app store, is anyone’s guess. But I predict that no mandate in the US will touch github or sideloading.It may not even prevent the provision of a service. It may only reach for the defaults.



2016
• But what is actually likely?

– Informal pressure
– No ban will reach FOSS crypto
– CALEA-like mandate
– India/Australia/UK may do dumb things

Presenter
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China already has. What the UK is going to do is anyone’s guess. 



It’s an election year…



It’s an election year…
• Trump

– "Apple ought to give the security for that 
phone, OK. What I think you ought to do is 
boycott Apple until such a time as they give 
that security number. How do you like that? 
I just thought of it. Boycott Apple."



It’s an election year…
• Clinton

– "It doesn't do anybody any good if terrorists 
can move toward encrypted 
communication that no law enforcement 
agency can break into before or after. 
There must be some way."



It’s not going to work this time any better 
than it did the last time.

Presenter
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Information doesn’t care about borders. These aren’t centrifuges or SCUD missiles. You can’t just stop code at the border.We live in a world with strong cryptography. There is nothing that the US government, or any other government or group of governments can do about that fact. 
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It’s not going to work this time any better 
than it did the last time.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This time we have things like Tor, PGP, and other real end-to-end solutions.… And we’re beginning to have real, accessible tools to simply route around any censorship.



Questions?
Nate Cardozo

Senior Staff Attorney, EFF
nate@eff.org
@ncardozo
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